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Previously … on “Drifters” (PART ONE)

The Browns (husband and father James, wife and mother Rachel, and daughter amy) arrive
at the canton trade hub (“CTH”) located near the mars lagrange point for a working holiday
trip, only to be entangled in what seems to be an attack on the cth leading up to war. Right
place, but wrong time. bad luck, indeed …

Throughout the chaos, The family is separated. with Rachel being trapped, james promises
her he will find amy – who had gone missing from the childrens’ center where she was
earlier. By the time he manages to locate her whereabouts, she is already gone …

Independently, Amy had averted danger with the help of her new friends … a boy named
jack, and a small “utility droid” called “beebot”. The three of them manage to escape the
cth via an escape lifeboat, but with a fourth passenger... A man suspected to be involved in
the sabotage of the cth.

As the four survivors escape the enormous facility and jettison into space, they notice
another escape lifeboat exploding into bits! Something is definitely going on!

Meanwhile … back on the cth… A second saboteur was apprehended by cth security forces,
attempting to escape separately on his own.
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Previously ON

A working holiday trip for mr brown and his family..

Ends up in a disaster..

that would change the future..



UNCERTAINTY, COUPLED WITH IMMINENT DANGER = PANIC. NOT A PRETTY SIGHT AND DEFINITELY NOT A SITUATION TO BE STUCK RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF, MORE

SO AS THE CENTER OF ATTENTION. THE CANTON TRADE HUB (“cth”) CHIEF OF SECURITY, CHIEF TRANG – TRIES HIS BEST TO ADDRESS THE CONCERNS OF THE

HORDE OF CIVILIANS HOUNDING HIM. AS THE CTH WAS “SUPPOSEDLY UNDER ATTACK” EARLIER, EMErGENCY ESCAPE LIFEBOATS WERE JETTISONNED FROM THE

EVACUATION HALL – BUT NOT TO SAFETY. ONE BOAT HAD JUST EXPLODED INTO BITS FIVE MINUTES EARLIER, reason unknown. ALSO HAVING TO DEAL WITH THE

REALITY of all this … IS UNDERSTANDABLY OVERWHELMING, more so FOR CHIEF TRANG who is “the face of the cth” to the general public …. As far as

safety is concerned …

Ladies … gents … please calm 

down. une forces are doing 

all they can to ensure it is 

safe to dock, while lifeboat 

retrieval teams are ready to 

move in the minute it’s safe 

to do so …

How ah?!? 

How ah?!?

Please 

retrieve the 

lifeboats 

faster, sir!
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ARGH… 

communications 

is still wonky!

Chief 

trang…whatever it 

is that’s affecting 

our communications, 

is still at large. 

It’s impossible for 

us to coordinate 

effectively…

I can see that, anurak. These people need 

answers. And I can’t give them any. I really 

need to be somewhere else right now… It’s 

so frustrating!

Anyway it looks like my 

luck is about to change. 

Look who just turned up … 

Chief trang, 

let me handle 

the crowd …

You’re a life-

saver Selina, 

thank you.

i need to have a 

chat with our 

captive. I’m certain 

he has something 

to do with all this, 

and can give us the 

answers we need …

As Selina, the cth’s public relations manager steps up to play her part … chief trang hurriedly makes his way to the security control room to “have a

chat” with the suspiciously-behaved man who was apprehended at the evacuation hall earlier, right before all this madness took place. Both Selina

and trang are exactly where they need to be, doing what they do best.

I’m just doing my job, 

chief. Many thanks for  

standing in until my 

arrival ..

Don’t mention it. Time for me 

to do my job now… while 

you’re obviously so much 

better at this kind of stuff. 

I’m not really what you’d 

call a “people’s person”

Engineering is confused. All core 

equipment seems to be in order 

and there are no foreign devices 

hacking into the systems ..

Hey… I don’t give a damn who’s 

responsible for what!!! As far 

as I’m concerned … you are 

cth.  So you better bloody 

resolve this and get them back 

now before more boats start 

going loco!



The saboteur desperately scrambles and fiddles with the boat’s

controls... but doesn’t manage to achieve anything. He has no control.

These single-purpose lifeboats were designed to only eject passengers

to the safety of space, should any untoward incident occur on the CTH -

for rescue vessels to come and pick them up then take them to safety

ONCE CLEARANCE IS GIVEN. They have very little fuel, and practically

Zero Manoeuvrability.

Meanwhile … on lifeboat 138 …
Dammit!!! What the heck are all 

these buttons, levers, and 

thingamajigs for if they don’t 

control this stupid lifeboat ?!? 

I am not gonna die out 

here … no .. No way !!!

The children are huddled in a corner opposite the saboteur. Both are quiet, due to the shock

from what they had just witnessed ... An exploding lifeboat. All those lives lost. Will they be

next? Beebot emits sombre-sounding beeps, as he is still being tightly cuddled by amy.

Beep …. Beep … 

bzzttt …

How long will it take before help arrives? What’s taking so long? WHAT’S

GOING ON?

Where are 

you?! Where 

are you?! 

Where are you 

dammit?!?

The saboteur looks intensely out the lifeboat’s windows … waiting 

anxiously …

Jack looks up and utters a reminder … something the saboteur 

isn’t interested in at the moment …

If you 

believe in 

god … pray ..

Been there, done that, kid. I’m 

just waiting for MY PRAYERS to 

be answered …

We will be okay.. 

We will be okay ..

ARE WE UNDER ATTACK? THAT’S NOT 

SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN. AT LEAST NOT 

YET. WHAT THE HECK. DON’T SEE ANY 

DESTROYERS OUT THERE. WHAT 

CAUSED THAT OTHER LIFEBOAT TO 

EXPLODE? 



Chief trang arrives at the security center, with his “guest waiting for him” in the detention room. Interrogators have had a really tough time trying

to extract any information from the suspect. The explosions stopping the moment he is arrested, plus From the way he is behaving –being

“deliberately difficult” and all… it’s highly likely he’s more than just “a suspect”. He must have had a hand in all this chaos! It is imperative to find

out quickly, so as to ensure the safety of the cth, especially the remaining survivors in the escape lifeboats … did he sabotage one of the boats to

explode? Was it him?

That bloody 

jani* is in the 

interrogation 

room .. And 

not co-

operating at 

all chief!

Patience ngimbong … 

don’t let him get to 

you. More importantly, 

don’t let him see that 

he is getting to you in 

the slightest way.

All he does is just stare at us, 

nonchalant. No expression, nothing. 

He’s mocking us chief! Let me have a 

go at him, please. I’ll ensure no 

visible bruises …
How so?

Jani = ibanese

for “pig”

You can pretend I’m 

not here and just 

look away … but you 

know that won’t help, 

right?

It won’t help you. It 

won’t help me. If I’m 

not helped, then I can’t 

help you help yourself… 

you understand, right?
Actually… I think it’s 

you  who doesn’t 

understand

See? That wasn’t so 

hard now was it?

You have no idea what’s 

coming … 

Chief trang “plays his move”. He looks away, nonchalant… and walks out of the

interrogation room calmly, expressionless. He couldn’t give a DAMN, or at least,

that was the “message he was trying to return to the sender”.

That’s all I’m 

going to say …

NGimbong .. Anurak ..deep 

Remote sensor-scanners 

please. He can choose to 

not talk, but his body 

will to sing to us. I 

hope…

But… of course he cared … lives were potentially at stake …

Affirmative chief. On 

it right away …

I’m heading to engineering 

to see if they’ve 

discovered something that 

can provide answers. In 

the mean time, If this 

goon speaks, let me know 

immediately …

Yes chief …



MEANWHILE … NOT TOO FAR AWAY,

SOMEWHERE WITHIN THE VICINITY OF THE

MARS-JUPITER ASTEROID BELT ….



captain … MID-RANGE 

SENSORS ARE PICKING 

UP SOMETHING 

PECULIAR.

Elaborate, 

lieutenant kaur

I’m picking up multiple readings 

of escape lifeboats from the 

cth, jettisoned and stationary 

outside the facility.

Why hasn’t the cth initiated 

emergency communications 

as per protocol?

That’s exactly why its peculiar sir. If this 

were a training exercise, they wouldn’t 

have jettisoned that many boats. And 

command would’ve been informed. I’ve 

initiated contact but no response.

Keep hailing lieutenant. Meanwhile Patch 

me through to the admiral. If the 

readings are correct, then this warrants 

investigation without further delay …

Y’Sir …

Admiral wong, sir. I seek 

your counsel on some 

potentially critical 

information that we’ve 

just picked up on our 

mid-range sensors …

Speak, 

captain….



MEANWHILE … back at the canton trade hub … tensions flare as mr. and mrs. Brown are trying to make sense of where their daughter amy is. And if

she is out there in one of the lifeboats, why haven’t retrieval operations commenced yet? What the hell is taking so long?

Oh come on Selina!! What do you mean “within 

protocol guidelines”?1 it can’t possibly take 

this long to start recovering the lifepods?

Do you have any idea how much longer this is going to 

take? Seriously?! Is there something going on here that 

you folks are not telling us? Come on already!!!

Please calm down mr. brown… mrs. 

Brown. I assure you… we are doing 

our best to address everyone’s 

concerns, yours included, as our top 

priority …

This is ridiculous … 

why can’t you just 

give us an answer ?! 

Stop beating around 

the bush !!

What if another boat blows up… 

and our daughter is on that 

one?! Who’s gonna answer for 

that?! You?! Puh-leez!!!

Tell me jack is okay … 

tell me jack is okay …

Have faith … and trust in the 

system to take care of 

things. there’s nothing we 

can do at this moment.

Its been hours ! This is not 

making any sense ! The boats are 

… just… there! How difficult is it 

to just go and retrieve them?! 

Are you expecting us to go 

and retrieve the boats 

ourselves?! Is that it?!? Since 

it is soooo difficult for 

rescue operations from your 

end to get anything done 

around here ?!

Hey Lady … if you’re serious 

about conducting your own 

search and rescue … we’re in ! 

I’m absolutely not just gonna 

sit around and wait any longer !

Our son is fiercely independent, 

and is far smarter than any 

average kid. Wherever he is, he 

can take care of himself … until 

help arrives …

Selina … the cth public relations manager, is stumped. She is barely

able to hold it in any longer. Orders from cth admin were clear … do

not reveal anything until and unless it is good news, backed by factual

data and information, which WAS SEVERELY LACKING. As communications in

and around CTH is down… there’s no word from the lifeboats,

no way to contact une command, and no way to coordinate rescue

operations with the une fleet. What’s worse … Is having to put

on this “charade” that everything is under control…

when it’s pretty obvious that it’s not. All This “posturing” is not

only tiring, but potentially destructive.



The comms array is all in order 

commander, I can’t find anything out 

of the ordinary. diagnostics clearly 

indicate system-wide complications, 

but we can’t pinpoint the cause.

OVER AT ENGINEERING, THE TEAM TRiES TO LOCATE THE SOURCE OF THE VARIOUS PROBLEMS. FROM DISABLED COMMUNICATIONS ARRAYS,

TO ANY SIGNS OF TAMPERING OR SABOTAGE - ANYTHING THAT STOOD OUT. BUT NOTHING OF THE OBVIOUS COULD BE SPOTTED.

Comb through everything again 

lieutenant. One more pass.

That includes you too, irene. 

I know, I know. Just… do it… 

to be absolutely sure. 

I ASSURE YOU COMMANDER, OUR 

TEAMS HAVE DONE LIKE A 

MILLIONS SWEEPS ALREADY …

IRENE,THIS IS NOT THE 

TIME FOR..

Commander Jacob mahmud zhou, who has been heading the cth’s engineering

team for the past six years, is stumped. Despite his many years of experience,

and his highly renowned and competent team at his disposal – cth engineering

has failed to find any answers.

JAcob’s old buddy Chief trang arrives, only to be relayed the same bad news.

NO WORDS WERE NECESSARY. HE KNOWS HIS FRIEND ALL TOO WELL ALREADY.

sigh

DON’T TELL ME JAKE, 

FROM THAT LOOK ON 

YOUR FACE I KNOW 

already. Nothing, 

right? 

Well whatever’s causing all this, it’s not anywhere 

on “big momma”. The grand old lady is clean by our 

accounts. The entire engineering crew has done 

multiple sweeps all across the station. Every 

inch. Whatever it is, it isn’t “physically embedded”…

Not physical eh? 

Hmmmm… as absurd 

as it may be, I 

think I sort of 

know where to find 

the source of our 

troubles

If I’m right, 

teh Tarik’s 

on me!

Whatever you say, boss!

But we’re still 

searching, again … 

no teh Tarik 

tonight chief …


